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#1 Defining Discipleship
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Let's build a definition
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GROUNDING the disciple in the Word of God, but it’s not just that;

 It is BIBLE STUDY, but not just that;

 A CLOSE relationship between the discipler and the disciple, but not just that;

 TEACHING the Word of God, but not just that;

 TRAINING to be a Discipler, but not just that and the list could go on and on.

It is MULTIPLYING Evangelizing Disciple Makers. 

And the best results come from meeting ONE on ONE.

I am sure we can agree that the Word of God is the best standard and Jesus Christ is the best and only

one example to follow.  So if we agree that our standard is the Word of God and that our example is

Jesus Christ then we must notice that He invested His earthly ministry in making disciples. Let’s read

John 8:30-31.

We may need hundreds of strategies for evangelism but God’s Word is very specific as to what He

requires to be His disciple.  And to make sure we all have the same idea in our minds, let’s understand

our definitions concerning one on one Discipleship…

We could say that Discipleship is...

What is our definition of Discipleship? 

A Discipler is...
...simply one whom the Pastor can TRUST to take care of a new Believer and one who regularly leads

people to Christ and disciples them to do the same in their LOCAL CHURCH.

What is a disciple?
A disciple is a Believer who desires to grow in the Word of God and Christ-like CHARACTER by

learning and APPLYING the Word of God. 

You can begin Journey with a believer or non-believer as Lesson 1 is designed to lead someone to

Christ or provide a complete study on Salvation so they’ll understand this foundational subject to be a

witness for Christ.

Lesson one is also available as an Outreach Lesson to use with someone you want to witness to but not

involve the Journey book.



Throughout Journey, we are not only learning biblical truths for every day life, we are also learning what it

means to be a disciple of Jesus Christ. We do this by knowing and practicing the Steps of Discipleship. 

 Theses biblical steps provide a life-long philosophy of being a Disciple-maker.

Let’s look up each Bible verse and read them.

Step #1    Become a BELIEVER by trusting Jesus Christ as Savior from John 3:16.

Step #2    A disciple is in the WORD of GOD every day from John 8:31.

Step #3    A disciple is in PRAYER to God every day from Luke 11:1.

Step #4    A disciple and discipler MEET TOGETHER every week from John 13:33-35.

Step #5    A disciple is faithful in a biblical LOCAL CHURCH from Ephesians 4:11-12.

Step #6    A disciple is obedient to the Word of God and becomes a DISCIPLE MAKER from Luke 14:33.

Step #7    A discipler leads people to CHRIST and disciples them from John 15:8.

Step #8    A discipler MULTIPLIES disciplers who multiply disciplers from John 15:16.

#2 Understand the

Steps of Discipleship 

in Journey
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Understand that pure one on one discipleship is leading an UNSAVED person to Christ and

teaching them to observe all things Jesus commanded. 

Remember, one on one discipleship is ONLY one to one. Meet with your disciple every week. 

Men should only meet with men and women with women. Close FAMILY members should not

disciple each other whenever possible (there can be exceptions in extreme circumstances). 

Do not use the lessons that you disciple with as Sunday school lessons, sermons or for any other

PURPOSE than one on one discipleship. 

One on one discipleship is the only way to reach the world and is the one reason we are left on

earth after our salvation. Some or all of your disciples should be people you have WON to

Christ. 

Always keep your conversations CONFIDENTIAL unless something is life threatening or very,

very serious. 

 If you do not know the answer to a question tell the disciple you will study and PREPARE an

answer or you can ask them to wait because the question is answered in a coming LESSON.

Do not go on to the next LESSON if the disciple is not obedient or does not completely

understand. 

All assignments are REQUIRED. 

Try to get your disciple through the entire BIBLE. 

Inform your church LEADERSHIP of any unusual situations. 

The way you BEGIN a one on one discipleship relationship may determine its SUCCESS. 

Be excited, encouraging and loving in all your WORDS. 

Try to disciple in such a way that you would want your disciple to disciple your CHILDREN when

they are old enough. 

You will find that in one on one discipleship there are two TEACHERS and two LEARNERS at the

same time. When we teach we LEARN, when we disciple we are DISCIPLED. 

Never assume the disciple is a BELIEVER. Be ready to go over the Spiritual Map with them and

confirm their SALVATION. You must get their story of how they came to know the Lord as

Savior. 

You must immediately establish that God’s Word is the AUTHORITY for this relationship. 

The disciple is to be discipling before they GRADUATE from the final lesson.
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#3 Getting Started

with a

New Disciple
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1. We must disciple in such a way that when we are finished with a disciple they can go and

disciple.

2. It’s important that we are an example to our disciples.

3. Doing the Daily in the Word produces spiritual growth in our lives.

4. We must inform our church leadership of any unusual situations.

5. We must teach our disciples to become dependent on the Word of God and not just us.

6. We must explain the importance of the Word of God.

7. We must explain and require all assignments in the lessons.

8. We must pray with our disciples and pray for our disciples.

9. Our disciples will learn to lead by following us and learning from their mistakes...and ours.

10. There is accountability for us as disciplers also. In Journey, the disciple is encouraged to contact

the church leaders if they think they have been taught something incorrect, or their discipler will

not meet with them. We must understand that the power of multiplication is very great in the

church and we must be careful to keep it as “pure” as possible.

11. Our disciples will disciple their disciple like we disciple.

12. We must bring our disciples to spiritual maturity.

13. We must master each lesson and know the Word of God.

14. We will not be spiritually strong unless we are faithful to the Word of God and to our disciples.

15. We must continue to lead people to faith in Christ and disciple them. Let’s not forget that this

is the reason for one on one discipleship with Journey.

16. Sometimes we will not even open the lessons but talk with our disciples about problems,

difficulties, questions or something they wrote in their Daily in the Word.

#4 Understand our

Strategy for

Journey
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17. We must get to know our disciples. We are not to meet together and just go over the lessons.

Also, we cannot spend the entire time in fellowship. We must keep a balance.

18. In the first three or four meetings with our disciples, we want to take our disciple’s spiritual

pulse.

19. Our disciple should be able to open his/her heart to us.

20. Our disciples must be a main priority in our lives.

21. We must make every sacrifice needed for our disciples. We are a pattern for our disciples. We

must give time for our disciples. And we must have a life worth following.

22. It’s a good idea to take our disciples with us to some recreational activities. If we get through

Journey and we do not have a bond with our disciples, that is not one on one discipleship.

23. Even though we become connected to our disciples, let’s not forget the issue is obedience to

Christ.

24. We must be patient. We are building a foundation that, if laid correctly, will produce disciplers

that will multiply. It takes time to reproduce correctly.

25. And remember, we cannot be everything to our disciples. We must allow the Holy Spirit to lead

and change us all.

#4 Understand our

Strategy for

Journey
continued
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#5 Common Questions

Answered
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1. What if my disciple is not doing their Daily in the Word?

Help them by writing it out and working on it at your weekly one on one Discipleship meetings

together.

2. What do you do if they will not memorize Bible verses?

Review the importance of God’s Word. Practice memorizing Bible verses in your meetings with your

disciple.

3. What if the disciple will not be obedient to a teaching in the Word of God like in baptism?

Review the teaching. Review the Word of God. Do not go on to the next lesson. Ask them to meet

with a leader of the church, but be careful to not offend the person; do everything with charity. Do not

move ahead in the lessons but continue to meet together as long as you can.

4. How long should it take to complete the Journey?

Lessons 1-5 are longer than 6-10. You should finish a new believer in 30 to 40 meetings. Many

disciples can be trusted with their own disciple before they finish the last lesson. After lesson 5 or 6 you

may see that your disciple is ready.

5. What should you do if your disciple is in financial trouble?

It is not advisable to give them money. You must pray for great wisdom this area and ask your church

leader for help.

6. What about very mature disciples?

If you detect your disciple is a very mature believer, go at a pace the Holy Spirit leads you to go at, but

be careful. Some of your disciples will be mature enough that your one on one Discipleship is more

training than discipling.
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7. What about unfaithful disciples?

Don’t expect your disciple to change overnight in some areas. But with some disciples, you may need

to take some time off until they are faithful. Remember, your goal is not to finish, but to reproduce a

discipler.

Do not be afraid to challenge your disciple. Help your disciple when they are struggling. When they

know you care, they will be more responsive.

Remember in one on one Discipleship sometimes there are stopping points and sometimes you are a

successful discipler when you do not finish a disciple who is unfaithful.

If you stop meeting an unfaithful disciple in a loving way, it leaves an open door for them to continue at

some point in time. Be ready for drop-out disciples to come back in the future.

It is not always your fault but when you have done your best and your disciple chooses not to continue,

ask yourself “How can I learn from this to keep it from happening again?”

8. How do you know if you should stop meeting with a disciple?

You will know it is not the right time for your disciple if they will not do the Daily in the Word or will

not meet with you faithfully.

Unfaithful disciples normally disconnect themselves. Do everything you can to help them but focus

your time on faithful disciples. Do everything in a loving way.

9. What is the earliest age to be discipled?

Depending on the individual, 18 years old because the goal is spiritual multiplication.

#5 Common Questions

Answered
continued
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#1 Defining Discipleship
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Let's build a definition
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_______________ the disciple in the Word of God, but it’s not just that;

 It is _______________, but not just that;

 A _______________ relationship between the discipler and the disciple, but not just that;

 _______________ the Word of God, but not just that;

 _______________ to be a Discipler, but not just that and the list could go on and on.

It is _______________ Evangelizing Disciple Makers. 

And the best results come from meeting ______ on _____.

I am sure we can agree that the Word of God is the best _______________ and Jesus Christ is the best

and only one example to follow.  So if we agree that our standard is the Word of God and that our

example is Jesus Christ then we must notice that He invested His earthly ministry in making

_______________. Let’s read John 8:30-31.

We may need hundreds of strategies for evangelism but God’s Word is very specific as to what He

requires to be His disciple.  And to make sure we all have the same idea in our minds, let’s understand

our definitions concerning one on one Discipleship…

We could say that Discipleship is...

What is our definition of Discipleship? 

A Discipler is...
...simply one whom the Pastor can  _______________  to take care of a new Believer and one who

regularly leads people to Christ and disciples them to do the same in their __________________ .

What is a disciple?
A disciple is a Believer who desires to grow in the Word of God and Christ-like _______________ by

learning and _______________ the Word of God.  

You can begin Journey with a believer or non-believer as Lesson 1 is designed to lead someone to

Christ or provide a complete study on Salvation so they’ll understand this foundational subject to be a

witness for Christ.

Lesson one is also available as an Outreach Lesson to use with someone you want to witness to but not

involve the Journey book.



Throughout Journey, we are not only learning biblical truths for every day life, we are also learning what it

means to be a disciple of Jesus Christ. We do this by knowing and practicing the Steps of Discipleship. 

 Theses biblical steps provide a life-long philosophy of being a Disciple-maker.

Let’s look up each Bible verse and read them.

Step #1    Become a  ____________ by trusting Jesus Christ as Savior from John 3:16.

Step #2    A disciple is in the ____________ of ____________ every day from John 8:31.

Step #3    A disciple is in ____________ to God every day from Luke 11:1.

Step #4    A disciple and discipler ____________ ____________ every week from John 13:33-35.

Step #5    A disciple is faithful in a biblical ____________ ____________ from Ephesians 4:11-12.

Step #6    A disciple is obedient to the Word of God and becomes a __________ ______ from Luke 14:33.

Step #7    A discipler leads people to ____________ and disciples them from John 15:8.

Step #8    A discipler ____________ disciplers who multiply disciplers from John 15:16.

#2 Understand the

Steps of Discipleship 

in Journey
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Understand that pure one on one discipleship is leading an _______________ person to Christ and

teaching them to observe all things Jesus commanded. 

Remember, one on one discipleship is _____________ one to one. Meet with your disciple every

week. 

Men should only meet with men and women with women. Close _____________ members should

not disciple each other whenever possible (there can be exceptions in extreme circumstances). 

Do not use the lessons that you disciple with as Sunday school lessons, sermons or for any other

____________ than one on one discipleship. 

One on one discipleship is the only way to reach the world and is the one reason we are left on

earth after our salvation. Some or all of your disciples should be people you have ____________

to Christ. 

Always keep your conversations ______________ unless something is life threatening or very, very

serious.

If you do not know the answer to a question tell the disciple you will study and

_________________ an answer or you can ask them to wait because the question is answered in a

coming __________________.

Do not go on to the next LESSON if the disciple is not obedient or does not completely

understand.

All assignments are __________. 

Try to get your disciple through the entire _______________. 

Inform your church _____________________________ of any unusual situations. 

The way you _________________ a one on one discipleship relationship may determine its

_______________. 

Be excited, encouraging and loving in all your ________________. 

Try to disciple in such a way that you would want your disciple to disciple your

__________________ when they are old enough. 

You will find that in one on one discipleship there are two _________________ and two

_________________ at the same time. When we teach we _____________, when we disciple we are

__________________. 

Never assume the disciple is a ___________________. Be ready to go over the Spiritual Map with

them and confirm their _______________________. You must get their story of how they came to

know the Lord as Savior. 

You must immediately establish that God’s Word is the _________________ for this relationship. 

The disciple is to be discipling before they ________________ from the final lesson.
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Remember that we are building disciplers. And we must keep our strategy in mind:

1. We must disciple in such a way that when we are __________ with a disciple they can go and

disciple.

2. It’s important that we are an __________ to our disciples.

3. Doing the Daily in the Word produces spiritual ____________ in our lives.

4. We must inform our church ____________ of any unusual situations.

5. We must teach our disciples to become ____________ on the Word of God and not just us.

6. We must explain the ______________ of the Word of God.

7. We must explain and ____________ all assignments in the lessons.

8. We must ____________ with our disciples and pray for our disciples.

9. Our disciples will learn to lead by following us and learning from their ____________...and ours.

10. There is accountability for us as disciplers also. In Journey, the disciple is encouraged to contact

the church leaders if they think they have been taught something incorrect, or their discipler will

not meet with them. We must understand that the power of ____________ is very great in the

church and we must be careful to keep it as “pure” as possible.

11. Our disciples will disciple their disciple like we ____________.

12. We must bring our disciples to spiritual ____________.

13. We must ____________ each lesson and know the Word of God.

14. We will not be spiritually strong unless we are ____________ to the Word of God and to our

disciples.

15. We must continue to lead people to faith in Christ and disciple them. Let’s not forget that this

is the ____________ for one on one discipleship with Journey.

16. Sometimes we will not even ____________ the lessons but talk with our disciples about

problems, difficulties, questions or something they wrote in their Daily in the Word.

#4 Understand our

Strategy for

Journey
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17. We must get to know our disciples. We are not to meet together and just go over the lessons.

Also, we cannot spend the entire time in fellowship. We must keep a ____________.

18. In the first three or four meetings with our disciples, we want to take our disciple’s spiritual

____________.

19. Our disciple should be able to open his/her ____________ to us.

20. Our disciples must be a main ____________ in our lives.

21. We must make every sacrifice needed for our disciples. We are a pattern for our disciples. We

must give ____________ for our disciples. And we must have a life worth following.

22. It’s a good idea to take our disciples with us to some ____________ activities. If we get through

Journey and we do not have a bond with our disciples, that is not one on one discipleship.

23. Even though we become connected to our disciples, let’s not forget the issue is ____________

to Christ.

24. We must be patient. We are building a foundation that, if laid correctly, will produce disciplers

that will multiply. It takes time to ____________ correctly.

25. And remember, we cannot be ____________ to our disciples. We must allow the Holy Spirit to

lead and change us all.

#4 Understand our

Strategy for

Journey
continued
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#5 Common Questions

Answered
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1. What if my disciple is not doing their Daily in the Word?

Help them by _________________ it out and working on it at your weekly one on one Discipleship

meetings together.

2. What do you do if they will not memorize Bible verses?

Review the importance of God’s Word. Practice memorizing Bible verses in your _________________

with your

disciple.

3. What if the disciple will not be obedient to a teaching in the Word of God like in baptism?

Review the teaching. Review the Word of God. Do not go on to the next lesson. Ask them to meet

with a leader of the church, but be careful to not offend the person; do everything _________________.

Do not move ahead in the lessons but continue to meet together as long as you can.

4. How long should it take to complete the Journey?

Lessons 1-5 are _________________ than 6-10. You should finish a new believer in 30 to 40 meetings.

Many disciples can be trusted with their own disciple before they finish the last lesson. After lesson 5 or

6 you may see that your disciple is ready.

5. What should you do if your disciple is in financial trouble?

It is not advisable to give them money. You must pray for great _________________ this area and ask

your church leader for help.

6. What about very mature disciples?

If you detect your disciple is a very mature believer, go at a pace the Holy Spirit leads you to go at, but

be careful. Some of your disciples will be mature enough that your one on one Discipleship is more

_________________ than discipling.
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7. What about unfaithful disciples?

Don’t expect your disciple to change overnight in some areas. But with some disciples, you may need

to take some time off until they are _________________. Remember, your goal is not to finish, but to

reproduce a discipler.

Do not be afraid to challenge your disciple. Help your disciple when they are struggling. When they

know you care, they will be more responsive.

Remember in one on one Discipleship sometimes there are stopping points and sometimes you are a

_________________ discipler when you do not finish a disciple who is unfaithful.

If you stop meeting an unfaithful disciple in a loving way, it leaves an open door for them to continue at

some point in time. Be ready for drop-out disciples to come back in the future.

It is not always your fault but when you have done your best and your disciple chooses not to continue,

ask yourself “How can I learn from this to keep it from happening again?”

8. How do you know if you should stop meeting with a disciple?

You will know it is not the right time for your disciple if they will not do the Daily in the Word or will

not meet with you faithfully.

Unfaithful disciples normally _________________ themselves. Do everything you can to help them but focus

your time on faithful disciples. Do everything in a loving way.

9. What is the earliest age to be discipled?

Depending on the individual, 18 years old because the goal is _________________ _________________.

#5 Common Questions
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